'istic criticism has been considered for many decades a s significant in lnodern, literature
a s Anatole France's and Ju!es Lemaitre's essays or Oscar W ~ l d e ' sessays ln thls country.
Always a passionate champ~onof a n elegant style, K e r r exerted a tremendous influence
on German prose writing. The neat, syncopated, staccato phrasing fn his seyen compact
volumes of The w o d d i n Dvama, (1937-1930), a r e st111 a model of beautiful- wflting. Since
he was .expelled from Germany, Alfred Kerr, who has llved for the last eight Years in
this country, has often written directly in Fl'ench.
JANKO LAVRIN, was born in Slovenia in 1886. Studied in Russia and has been
professor of Russian language and literature a t the Nottingham University for t h e last
fifteen years. His best known works written direct i n English , a r e H e ~ o i csolags of the
Serbs, (1920). Dostoycvsky rind 7 i i s creation, (1920), Ibseqa and ll$s creataon, (1921), Gogal,
(1926), Introductio71; to the Russiau 1rove2 (1942).
MAX LERNER, was born in Minsk (Russia) in 1902 and brought over to U.S.A.
Encyclopedia of the
~ s s i s t a h teditor of thd
in 1907. . Gradrpted a t Yale an4,Haryar:.
Natlon
between 1936-1939. His best known works I n
social sciences
and edltor of
this country a r e Ideas for tite ice age I t is later than you think (The need for a milltant
democracy) and Ideas are.weapons. ~k present he works on a History of the cult of power
a72d a ? a t i - ~ ~ ~ i m a n,tvends
ist
i?a Europe since Macldavelli. Lern$f doesn't
thinka t hpart
a t seeking
but rather
of at!
an inherent or universal t r a ~ t of man
his own gain is
As profeskor of s o c i o l o g ~h e pioneers
historical method of organizing ecohomic life."
for a " democracy militant enough and a collectivism democratic enough to survive."
Works:
ROSE MACAULAY, born in Cambridge, novelist, historian and critic:
Tlte two blznd coutatnes, poems (1914) Potterzsm (1920) a novel preceding Babbztt, Daltgerous ages novel (1921) T O Z ~by a71 i'diot (1923), J O ~ ~ T L ' M ~ ~ ~ O 1934),
TI,
T t ~ eworks of E. 31.
Fovster ;1938), All t n ' a ntaxe: u. peace a~l.tlsology,(1940).
Has contributed
HUGO MANNING, i s a young E?,glfsh poet a n d lit:~ary' critic.
The Wlndmill
etc.
During a voyage of
to "Horizon."
Manchester Guardlan,
studies in Latin American countries published Dead setison's heritage, poems (Buenos
Aires, 1942) dnd Avgentine Anthology- of m o d e m verse.
WALTER D E LA MARE, 'born 1873 poet essayist novelist. Like Maeterlinck he
and
is considered by many crltlcs as a master' of thk shadowed borderljne between reality
Our onl)
essays
unreality." De la Mare himself , s a i d , i n one of h i s most characteristic
experlencc
An
imaginative
ho1)e i s to get away from reallsm In the accepted sense.
is not only as real as b u t far realer t h a t a n unimaginative one."
DENIS SAURAT, professor of French languages and literature a t the London
University. Born Toulouse, 1890. H a s been Director of t h e French Institute in London
between 1923-1946. Publications: Blake a n d Milton, The three cola?~sntzo?ls,Tenda?tcer
16ssais d e critiaue), L a litt&?'ature et I'occziltasn~e, Blake (iwd naodem thouglrt, La jv
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Edmund Wilson, writing of this novel, says: ' If I say that Nabokov is
something like Proust, something like Pranz Kafka and. probably, something
1iLe Gogol, 1 shall suggest an imitative patchivork, where Nabokov is as
completely himself as any of these other writers-a
man \xrith a unique
sensibility and a unique story to .tell. If I try to explain that this story
represents m internat~onal experience of a peculiarly varied kind I may
pelhap$ in a period which has been teeming with second,rate international
writers, suggest something like the Quai d90rsay reporting of somebody like
Paul Monnd, which is at the opposite end of the world from Nabokoy's
sincerity and the high level of poetic consciousness brings h ~ r n
closer to somebody like Wilder. There is no way to get it oi-er, I am afmid,
and we caii only hope that people will get started reading him. i f they do,
they will be delighted and surprised. ( T h e observant reader l i l l have abo
89.g6r1.
a surprise of r special kind which it would be unfair to thc author to
~ve
away.)'

7'. S. Eliot
REFLECTIONS ON THE UNITY OF EUROPEAN CULTURE

B EPORE speaking on such a large subject, I think that I should present my credentials.
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Language as a Social
and Political Factor
in Europe

REVIEW

I

For the unity of European culture is a very large subject indeed, and no one should
try to speak about it, unless he has some particular knowledge or experience. Then he
should start from that knowledge and experience and show what bearing it has on the
general subject. I am a poet and a crit'ic of poetry; I was also, from 1922 to 1939,
the editor of a quarterly review. In this first talk* I shall try to show what the first of
these two professions has to do with my subject, and what conclusions my experience
has led me to draw. So this is a series of talks about the unity of European culture
from he point of view of a man of letters.
It has often been claimed that English, of all the languages of modem Europe, is ihe
,$chest for the purposes of writing poetry. I think that this claim is justified.
But
notice that when I say " richest for the purposes of writing poetry" I have been
carcful in my words: I do lzot mean that England has produced the greatest poets, or
the greatest amount of great poetry. That is another question altogether.
There nre
a s great poets in other languages: Dante is certainly greater than Milton, and a t !casr
as great as Shakespeare. And even for the quantity of great poetry, I am not concerned
to maintain that England has produced more. I simply say that the English language
is the most remarkable medium for the poet to play with. I t has the largest vocabulary:
so large, that the command of it of any one poet seems meagre in comparison with its
total wealth. But this is not the reason why it is the richest language for poetry: it is
only a consequence of the real reason. This reason, in my opinion, is the variety of .;he
elements of which English is made up. First, of course, there is the Germanic foundation.
After this we find a considerable Scandinavian element, due in the first place to the Danish
conquest. Then there is the Nonnan French element, after the Norman conquest. After
this there followed a succession of French influences, traceable through words adopted at
different periods. The 16th century saw a great increase of new words coined from the
Latin; and the development of the language from the early sixteenth century, to the middle
of the seventeenth, was largely a process of testing new Latin words, assimilating some and
rejecting others. And there is another element in English, not so easy to trace, but I
[hi& of considerable importance, the Celtic. Bur I am not thinling, in all this history,
only of the Words; I am thinking for poetry, primarily of the Rhythms. Each of these
languages brought its own music: and the richness of the English language for poetry
'This essay is part of a talk which was recently broadcast by the European Service of tlte

FABER AND FABER

B.B.C.

is first of ali in its variety of n~etlical elements. There i j the rhythm of early Saxon
verce, the rhythm of the Norman Fri-nch, the rhythm of the Welsh, and also the influence
of study of Latin and Greek poetry. And even today, the ~ n g l l s h
of
language enjoys constant possibilities of refreshment f:oni its several centre; : apart
from the vocabulary, poems by Englishmen, Welshmen, Scots and Irishmen, all written
in English, continue to show differences in their Mrts:c.
I have not taken the trouble to- talk to you in order to praise my own language;
my reason for discussing it is that I think the reason why English is such a good
language for poetry is that it is a coillposite from co inany different European sources.
As I have said, this does not imply that England must have produced the greatest poets.
Art, as Goethe said, is in limitation: and a great poet is one who malzes the most of the
language that is given him. T h e truly great poet makes his language a great language.
I t it true, however, that we tend to think of each of the greater peoples as excelling in
one art rather than another: Italy and then France in painting; Germany in music, 31-13
England i n poetry. But, in the first place, no art has ever been the exclusive possession
of any one country of Europe. And in the second place, there have been periods in
which some other country than England has taken the lead in poetry. For instance, in
the final years of the 18th century and the first quarter of the 19th, the Romantic
movement in English poetry certainly dominated. Eut in the second half of the nineteenth
century the greatest contribution to European poetry was certainly made in France. I
refer to the tradition which starts with Baudelaire, and culminates in Paul Valkry. I
venture to say that without this French tradition the work of three poets in other
languages-and
three very different from each other-I
refer to W. B. Yeats, to Rainer
Maria Rilke, and, if I may, to myself-would hardly be conceivable. And, so complicated
are these literary influences, we must remember that this French movement itself owed
a good deal to a n American of Irish extraction: Edgar Allan Foe. And, even when
one country and language leads all others, we must not assume that the poets to whom
this is due are necessarily the greatest poets. I have spoken of the Romantic movement
in England. But at the time Goethe was writing. I do not know of any standard by
which one could gauge the relative greatness of Goethe and Wordsworth as poets, but
the total work of Goethe has a scope which makes him a greater nzarz. And no English
poet contemporary with Wordsworth can enter into comparison with Goethe at all.
I have been leading u p to another important truth about poetry in Europe. This
is, that no one nation, no one language, would have achieved what it has, if the same
art had not been cultivated in neighbouring countries and in different languages. We
cannot understand any one European literature without knowing a good deal about the
others. When we examine the history of poetry in Europe, we find a tissue of influences
woven to and fro. There have been good poets who knew no language but their own,
but even they would have been subject to influences taken i n and disseminated by othc:
writers among their own people. Now, the possibility of each literature renewing itself,
proceeding to new creative activity, making new discoveries in the use of words; depends
on two things. First, its ability to receive and assimilate influences from abroad. Second,
its ability to go back and learn from its own sources. As for the first, when the several
countries of Europe are cut off from each other, when poets no longer read any literature
but that in their own language, poetry in ever) country must deteriorate. As for the
second, I wish to make this point especially: that every literature must have some
sources which are peculiarly its own, deep in its own history; but also, and at leas!
eauallv important, are the sources which we share in common: that is, the literature of
Rime; of ~ r e e c es n d of Israel.
There is a question which ought to be asked at this point, an4 which ought to be
answered. What of the influences from outside Europe, of the great literature of Asia!
I n the literature of Asia there is great poetry. There is also profound wisdom and
some very difficult metaphysics; but at the moment I am only concerned with poetry. 1
have no knowledge whatever of the Arabic, Persian, or Chinese languages. Long ago
2

I studied the ancient Indian languages, and while I was chiefly interested at that time in
Philosophy, I read a little poetry too; and I know that my own poetry shows the influence
of Indian thought and sensibility. But generally, poets are not oriental scholars-I
was
never a scholar myself, and the influence of oriental literature upon poets is usually through
translations. That there has been some influence of poetry of the East in the last century
and a half is undeniable: to instance only English poetry, and i n our time, the poetical
translations from the Chinese, made by Ezra Pound and Arthur Whaley, have probably
been read by every poet writing in English. It is obvious that through individpal
interpreters, specially gifted for appreciating a remote culture, every literature may
influence every other; and I emphasise this. For when I speak of the unity of European
culture, I do not want to give the impression that I regard European culture as something
Cut 0% from every other. T h e frontiers of culture are not, and should not be, closed.
But history makes a difference. Those countries which share the most history, are :he
most important to each other, with respect to their future literature. We have our commotl
classics, of Greece and Rome; we have a common classic even in our several translations
of the Bible.
What I have said of poetry is I think true of the other arts as well. T h e painter
or the composer perhaps enjoys greater freedom, in that he is not limited by a particular
language spoken only in one part of Europe: but in the practice of every art I think you
find the same three elements: the local tradition, the common European tradition, and ;he
influence of the art of one European country upon another. I only put this as a suggestion.
I must limit myself to the art which I know most about.
I n poetry at least, no one
country can be consistently highly creative for a n indefinite period. Each country :nust
have its secondary epochs, when no remarkable new development takes place: and so
the centre of activity will shift to and fro between one country and another. .4nd 'n
poetry there is no such thing as complete originality, owing nothing to the past. Whenever
a Virgil, a Dante, a Shakespeare, a Goethe is born, the whole future of European w e t r y
is altered. When a great poet has lived, certain things have been done once for all,
and cannot be achieved again; but, on the other hand, every great poet adds something
to the complex material out of which future poetry will bo written.
I have been speaking of the unity of European culture as illustrated by the arcs
and among the arts by the only one on which 1 am qualified to speak. I want to talk
next time about the unity of European culture as illustrated by ideas. I mentioned at
the beginning that during the period between the wars I had edited a quarterly review.
MY experience i n this capacity, and my reflections upon it, will provide the starting
point for my next talk.
Our two next issues will contain the continuation of MI.. T. S. Eliot's " Reflections."

PU~LINeuhuys
WALLONIE

W HTE farms, pink shutters

The road rises like our hopes

Sweet ditles where the Meuse
Reflects delicate slopes.
Pink shutters, white farms
The threshed hay in neat stacks lain
In the villages, in the b a r n s R-ignol,
Brevanes, Verlaine.

T h e cemetery yawns
Above stubble and meadow,
and church with vane of cockatoo.
The ciuiet tennis lawns
And in the soft orchard redolent
With the taste of fruit and freshness,
the wind like a Fleming hand
fondles an unknown masterpiece.
Translated from the French by

Alan Cave

Two poets
E t avec Shaw, voili Anatole France balayk.
.,main
Rolland n.a rien fait de si bien que cette demikre CeUVre. Voici enfin, .pris
tant d'khecs, la justification de son long effort. Voici enfin le livre qui sera, pour 11
pasthiti,
la fois Remain Rolland et PLguy. E t Romain Rolland a kcfit son chefDenis Saurat
d'euvre B soixante-quinze ans !

T H O M A S has long ago reached a position which, while it is not out of the reach of
literary c.riticism, is beyond the reach of advertisement. His poetic position has
been assured since the first poem hc published, and the ~ i c c l l ~ i ~and
c e independeece
cf his work is very largely due to the fact that he has no need of a specific effort. T o
a writer it is this effortless fluency, and the surprising economy of material that goes
with it, which makes a large part of Thomas's unique appeal-although
to readers who
are not writers his chief asset is his spellbinding power and his wholehearted return to
lyricism uncomplicated by barbarian sentiment. I say "economy" advisedly, because
there can hardly ever have been a lyrist, with the single exceptions of Pindar and Lorca,
who took SO literally the conception of loading every rift with ore. In this blizzard of
words it is not always possible at first t o detect that every flake has a structure, frequently
more elaborate than the total structure of the poem. There is little to say in appraisal
of his new book* save that Thomas's development has spread and continued, so that with
Eliot, Gascoyne, and a few other writers he remains a living poet I t is to my mind both
untrue and bad for Thomas personally for his publishers to equate him with Rimbaud.
His artistry is conscious as well as i n n a t c h e has less in common with Rimbaud than
with Donne, and his poetry is radically traditional. A cenain number of readers who
are confused by the written effect (especially in Sicilian grammata, in which form one
voem here is printed) should make a point of hearing this work aloud. The stature of
some of these poems, especially Visioiz and Prayer, and Cerein07zy after a Fire Raid, is
staggering even in the presence of Thomas's past achievement.

I. B. Priestley

Open letter from

THIS
open
is just what
onewith
would
fromyouth
an established
and.succetsful
writer
wholetter*
has identified
himself
the expect
progressive
ofl his generation.
NO
doubt i t is very hard for you to imagine me as anything but a plump, middle-aged
author,
in a cosy huddle of books, pictures and pipes in my Albany study, where
we last met," Priestley begins. '' But I want YOU to remember that 1 was once a
serviceman too."
H e trounces, among others, the '' muddle-headed oldish
business man 3 3 type, the seemingly progressive individual who " artfully escapes fmm
making any positive move," and even '' some brilliant literary acquaintances " who, as
expatriate Yogi-men enjoying the amenities of Southern California, can really find no
opiates to ease the fevers of the external world. The directives Priestley gives ?a
the need for an education that will neutralise demagogy, political and moral co-operatlon
based on a n international outlook, socialisation of industry, faith and love and SO o n I
think it is Priestley's own fighting spirit that will most impress the serviceman who now
enters Civvy Street.
I don.t h o w what the political sentience of the serviceman of the 1914-18 war was
like when Priestley ' I came out of the army with an ex-officer's grant for Cambridge:'
but after this war it is, generally speaking, very much like his own. This does not
mean that the serviceman of this war is necessarily a brighter type; it means simply that
events leading up to the present war revealed to those who had to PaY for
cumulative idiocy that the significance and horror of such things like the Black Dragon
Society and of certain gentlemen who figured in the Almanach de Gotha, were created
by a11 those who did nothing t o neutralise them. Priestley underestimates this awarenes
in his serviceman and sounds insufficient when he says things like this: ". . . western
Man now finds himself linked to his fellows, and can no longer be happy and healtiy
minded in a diaeaskd society. . . . I t is the time at last when the world must reject the
age-old belief than life for most men must necessari$ be brief, brutish and sad
I
(During the Renaissance people had similar ideas.)
I t would be wrong to expect that an epistle like this should deal with the less
generalised but nevertheless urgent problems that face former senice ~ e o ~ l eHowever,
.
the .uthor does speak about the problem of private life. " YOU feel at the moment
that you can only save your soul by bolting your door and then pottering or brooding
in the most delicious seclusion," he says. "All right; go and enjoy the secret sweet!
of our civvy life. . But beware.'' This waming implies that every serviceman is able
to fit into the norrnalities of civilian life almost instantly. That is not so. Care and
tirne are needed to wean the serviceman from the makeshift, substitute life with its
girl$ compulsive comradeships and weakening of responsibility i n conditions of
almost blind obedience. T h e zestful ideal of life of one like J. B. Priestley can od!
be kept to the fore if emotional as well as political guidance can be given. Even sturdy
types break down in a world of criminal confusion and it does not take much for tholt
in
a weakened
condition
who have little
between private
needs andAthecivvy
external
world
to succumb
to demoralisation
andbalance
even shouting
Yuda verecke!
sd

*

~ e e d ' sself-conscious and almost shy bookt is at an entirely different level. Reed is
not a poet who is capable of spontaneity-read
after Thomas, a n unfair test, he exhibits
perpetual censorship, an inhibit'on which springs almost entirely fmm fear of his
readers. Poems of his which have this fault are either imitations of successful seniors
like ACcNeice, precious in the manner of Hassall, or simply conversational and sagging.
But in spite of a great deal of work here which seems to be banal, Reed's original
talent is frequently stronger than his desire for success. The Nami,rg of the P a m and
the two following poems stand very high indeed among war poetry-they
have a dryness
and balance which is probably Reed's best achievement. Chrysodemis and Phiocreres
are both contemplative poetry of a very high order indeed, where the diction somehow
becomes focussed and Reed masters the preciousnea which is his worst enemy. There
is none of ,:he kitsch-modemism on the level of Hassall and some of the recent
"Kulchered radio plays which defaces his Tristram sequence. Philoc~teshas a great
deal in common with the work of Randall Janell, but is a personal and underived
contemplative poem in its own right, a form which has a traditional origin in work
Iikflennyson's Ulysses. The whole book is a battle between Reed the poet and the
successful quackery of work like '' The Dark Tower?' McNeice adopted the technique
deliberately f o ~a medium in which a n element of satirically conscious charlatanism
could succeed m its intention, but on the printed page i t is as ruinous as it is financially
successful. The book ought to be read if only for the poems I have named, and although
the conclusion is that Reed requires to be heavily selected, the quality of P&locntes
leaves no doubt of his originality.

..

.

YUlan Th0m.m: DEATHS AND ENTRANCES, Dent, 316.
*Henry Reed: A MAP O F VERONA, Cape, 316.

The mind rampant

-

may not hide cynicism, bitterness and that traumatic state caused by frustration and an
interrupted life. This side of the serviceman's problems hardly earns Priestley's exuberar
mncem,
his little book
is a reminderand
that
it needs
to be examined
the light and
of present-day
psychopathology
social
science.
Hugothoroughly
Manning i~

W E are the victims of our own ingenuity.

I

iLettev to A ~ ~ t i i 1 1 1Se~wice$~~un,
in~
b y J. B. Priestley Home

&

Vutl Wlal. 3s. 6d.

Alex Comfort

We live in an age of catchwords and
catch-phrases, and instead of applying to works of art aesthetic standard8 of
a~preciation, we label them and then proceed to explain the words on the label. T h a t
is the pass to which, in soma respects, modem criticism has come.

-

I doubt if Fielding would .have
w h a t , for example, is a " psychological study "?
Dickens
understood the term as we understand. it. Laurence Sterne might have done.
would, I feel sure, just wink.his eye and march off arm i n arm with S a d Weller to ihe
nearest hostelry.
Auto-dff-fi, a novel by Elias Canetti (~o9zazhan Cape, 15s.) may in accordance with
modeTlz usage be described as a "psychological study." Some may prefer, " psychopathic
study.- ~t js njorR than that, however. Here the human mind is placed on trial for its
heresies, condemned and burned at the stake. "An act of faith " on the part of the author.
'

. T h e story concerns Dr. Peter Kien, a sinologist and a bibliophile who becomes 3
bibliomaniac. (It is interesting to consider at what point a bibliophile turns into a
bibliomaniac.) Kien with nothing but the companionship of his books and his scholarship,
his housekeeper, a n unpleasant, scheming, illiterate virago. The relationship
between the two people has a vague resemblance to Riceymmt Steps; but whereas Amold
Bennett makes the Earlforwards pathetically human, Canetti only succeeds in making his
characters act and dance like ridiculous puppets, struggling to liberate themselves from
the author's obsession.
After Kien's wife has cast him out of his own house as a penalty for refusing ;o
yield u p to her his bank-book, we are shown by a very harrowtng process how he js
slowly driven mad. His insanity is palpable from the outset. H e is surrounded by
madmen and madwomen, and we watch the delineation through his crumbling, chaotic
brain; it is very much like a Grand Guignol. T h e power of it is tense and sustained.
And yet there is nothing but aridity for the disturbed and unrequited imaginatioil.
T h e human mind is revealed in all its grossness. This protoplasmic mechanism
that has ennobled man and created a civilisation beyond the vision of a sibyl, has also
been the repository for countless generations of perversity and inhibition. ~ n havc
d
ivr.
n o t seen the ugly fruition in the demented mind of Europe?
T h e author spares nothing nor anyone. H e refuses to compromise. Unfortunately,
his skill is noC equal t o his intransigence.
H i s writing moves at a tremendous pace. I t is the mind rampant, with ideas raken
at the flood. An ebullition of thought, spouting and gushing and tumbling in on?
continuous, turgid stream. Here and there through the foam can be seen muddy pools
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of clichCs. I do not doubt that the argument would be that it is the mind soliloquizing and
that they are therefore permissible as colloquial patois; but too many cliches, especially in 3
work of this nature, can be a source of irrjtatioiz.
There arezsome literary works which, although ~retentiousand not wholly satisfyi
in themselvesj nevertheless contribute something to a vein of development whose influen
willLCreate, within new forms, fresh standards of value. Azrto-da-fk is such a work.
Victor Haynes

LETTER TO A N UNWRITTEN POEM

~ o t ' e on
s contribu.tors
ARAGON, born 1897. French poet novelist and critic. One of the founders and
leaders of the Surrealist School, then proboter of the Socialist Realist Movement, Played
a collsiderable ro!e I n , the Res~stanceperlod. Novels ava~lableIn Enghsh : The Bells of
~ c , s (1936);
~l
Reszde.ntlul Qual.tels (1938); Tlie Ce?~tu*~,y
toas you^ (1941).
- HSIAO HUNG was born in North Eastern Cliina and died in Hong .Kong in 1942 al
She
won
reco-nition
with
her
novels
The
place of life (t?zcL deatlr and Tk
the age of 30.
r
id the well-known, left-wing writer Hsiao Chun.
s t ~ y yof tlte l.iue?. Hulaq~. ~ t husband
(Hulzg means Red, Chzt?, means A~wLY.)
ALFONS MASERAS is one of the most prolific, vigorous and renowned of tllc
Catalan writers. Stories of an extremely complex variety are contained in the tllrv?
volumes-Fatzdacal Stories Tales of Cliance and Sixteeqt Tales, representative of tlieir
Sweeping, creative and in4estigating intelligence.
. someof the stories display a fin? .psychological sense, some a nobility of tlloughl.
others are chronicles of adventure In m ~ n ~ a t u rand
e many crudely coloured and PicturesQul
in expression, such as The Idiots.
~AUL
NEUHUYS, leading figure among the Belgian modernist school poets.
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